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Technical Accessibility
vs.

Functional Accessibility







You cannot design or program a 
user’s experience, you can only 

enable that experience























It is not the fault of guidelines



The problem is trying to apply 
technical guidelines and solutions 

to fix non-technical problems







Compliant != Accessible



Accessibility
>

Compliance



Functional Accessibility
>

Technical Accessibility



Accessible?







If your site is “accessible”, you’re 
probably not innovating or 

updating enough
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Magic Words: 
“Substantially Compliant”
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No amount of accessibility 
can fix something that is not 

useful or usable
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POUR

Usable

Useful





Focus on the user experience
not only on design, specifications, or requirements 



Use tools
but only as tools 





If all you have is an ARIA 
hammer, everything starts to 

look like a nail.





Guidelines and checklists
but use them as guidelines 



Learn accessibility techniques





Masterpiece of 
usability created

Do you have to 
submit it to a 
committee?

Committee votes 
to modify

Yes Modify 
masterpiece to fit 

their vision

Is the piece still 
usable?

Yes

No

No

Project 
complete



“Accessibility is a design constraint. Treat it 
like one. I don’t mean that in a negative way, 
but in the sense that a constraint forces us 

to push boundaries and think ahead.”

David A. Kennedy
Accessibility Tunnel Vision

http://davidakennedy.com/2014/11/06/accessibility-tunnel-vision/

http://davidakennedy.com/2014/11/06/accessibility-tunnel-vision/








Step outside your own experience
and consider other, diverse users



Don’t do accessibility testing with 
people with disabilities





… instead, do usability testing, and 
include people with disabilities.













When you address usability first, 
your accessibility work is often 

mostly done



We’re designing for our future selves





Questions?

Jared Smith
webaim.org

@jared_w_smith


